Master Plan

Aberdeen Nature Park
October 1, 2014

Existing Conditions
The approximately 100 acre proposed Nature Park lies in the northwest region of the City of Aberdeen, bordered
by 24th Avenue NW to the north, 5th Street N to the east, Willow Drive to the south, with State Highway 281
to the west. The proposed park is located a short distance from both Wylie Park and Storybook Land, as well as
Presentation College, and is located an approximately five minutes drive from downtown Aberdeen.
Park boundaries not located adjacent to streets are abutted by single family neighborhood developments, and a
portion of land that is proposed to house sports field facilities for the recently relocated Aberdeen Christian High
School. Existing bike trails and street networks connect the site to the region, with future housing development
expansion platted, but not planned, in the near future due to the area’s flood conditions.
Park site development is limited by existing wetlands as well as constructed stormwater detention ponds and
drainage channels throughout the site.
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Preliminary Input Meetings
A stakeholder programming meeting was held December 3, 2013, at 1:00 pm. Members of the Aberdeen Parks
& Recreation Staff and Aberdeen Parks & Recreation Board were present, as well as representatives from the
Aberdeen Engineering/Public Works Department, Northern State University, and the Aberdeen City Manager. The
meeting was facilitated by Confluence staff, with results compiled and reported in forthcoming meetings.
A visual dialogue of possible park users was presented, as well as a survey of preferred site uses, with results
presented on the following pages.
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Preliminary Input Meetings: Results
Five comment sheets were returned from the stakeholder meeting, with various additional comments offered
verbally throughout the gathering.
Primary activities/amenities of interest include inclusion of benches and seating areas, bird and wildlife watching
areas, wetland boardwalks, a dog park, community garden spaces, native plant interpretation, non-paved trails, a
disc golf course, and trails for cross country skiing. Site strengths include open space, and the possible use of low
maintenance vegetation (requires revisions to City code as exists now). Aberdeen Public Works may construct a
future maintenance storage facility on the site.
Uses considered inappropriate to the site include paved trails, high maintenance playground areas, overflow fair
camping, and unsafe development adjacent to stormwater detention pond or drainage channels. Sewer access is
not cost effective - thus, a vault toilet should be considered for restroom facilities to be constructed on site. Also of
note, regular access is required to the detention pond and drainage channels for clean out of vegetation, silt and ice.
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proposed activity or ammenity
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Final Master Plan Concepts

Site Details: Signage & Materials
The proposed site concept consists of low maintenance, cost effective materials that are suited to the seasonal
conditions of the Nature Park site.
Trails consist of gravel-paved paths in higher use areas with mowed vegetated paths in lesser used areas.
Boardwalks, only when necessary due to low site elevations, will be constructed of treated lumber set on
appropriate footings for structural stability and safety. Dog Park safety surround fencing shall be chain link
of heights safe to contain dogs, and entries will consist of a double set of gates. The initial outside gate will
lead to a smaller enclosed entry area before meeting a secondary gate to the larger dog park recreation area - to
contain escaped dogs from the main area in the situation that one gate is accidently left ajar or open. Signage and
interpretive elements will be constructed of wood and metal indicative of the ‘natural’ park site’s aesthetic.
See the information on the following page for more site signage and materials details.
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Conclusion
The proposed Aberdeen Nature Park contains plans to provide amenities for both passive
and active nature-oriented recreational activities for a wide variety of users and ages - from hiking to bird
watching, playing at a dog park to enjoying a picnic, or playing disc golf and tending to
a garden. With close proximity to other area attractions, the site is likely to attract a
diverse audience of single-visit tourists and repeat-visit residents alike.
Come visit the Aberdeen Nature Park to experience the serenity and natural beauty of the
City at a destination like no other as exists now!

For any additional information, questions, or comments Please contact Confluence at the information found below.

Contact: Jon Jacobson, Principal
P: 605.339.1205
E: jjacobson@thinkconfluence.com
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